David Lewis Appointed to TigerLogic Advisory Board
SYDNEY, Thursday, 17 September 2009 – TigerLogic Corporation (NASDAQ: TIGR) and
The DLA Group are pleased to announce the appointment of The DLA Group CEO, Mr
David Lewis, to the TigerLogic Omnis Products Customer Advisory Board (“Omnis
Advisory Board”).
TigerLogic’s Omnis Advisory Board is a forum to provide thought leadership that will
help guide and influence TigerLogic’s Omnis product and business decisions. The
objectives of the Omnis Advisory Board are: (1) to garner market and customer feedback,
input and validation regarding current and future products, target markets and business
direction; (2) to help jump start business development by identifying synergistic
relationships between leading companies and industry influencers; and (3) to develop
references for products from people or organizations that have market-focused
perspectives.
"DLA has worked closely with TigerLogic over the past 15 years and this appointment is a
clear endorsement of not only our commitment to the TigerLogic products, it also
recognises our expertise in Technology Licensing and our market space in South East
Asia." said David Lewis, CEO of The DLA Group. "This is a long term Agreement of
importance to both our companies and we look forward to increasing our role within
TigerLogic and assisting to shape its future success."
About The DLA Group
The DLA Group is a Sydney based IT Consulting and Software Development &
Distribution company. DLA represents TigerLogic in South East Asia and has significant
expertise in Licensing Business models. DLA also provides a wide range of IT consulting
and software development services. More information about The DLA Group and its
services can be found at http://www.dlagroup.com.au.
About TigerLogic Corporation
TigerLogic Corporation (Nasdaq: TIGR) has been providing reliable data management and
rapid application deployment solutions for ISVs and developers of database applications
for more than three decades. TigerLogic's product offerings include: 1) TigerLogic®
yolink, an internet browser-based application that enhances the search experience of any
popular search engine or Web page; 2) TigerLogic® XML Data Management Server (XDMS),
provides flexible, scalable and extensible XML data storage as well as query and retrieval
of critical business data across a variety of structured and unstructured information
sources; 3) Pick® Universal Data Model (Pick UDM) based database management systems
and components, including D3®, mvEnterprise® and mvBase® that are the choice of more
than a thousand application developers worldwide; and 4) Omnis Studio®, a crossplatform, object-oriented RAD tool for developing sophisticated thick-client, Web-client
or ultra thin-client database applications. TigerLogic's installed customer base includes
more than 500,000 active users representing more than 20,000 customer sites worldwide,
with a significant base of diverse vertical applications. With employees and contractors
worldwide, TigerLogic offers 24x7 customer support services and maintains an
international presence. More information about TigerLogic and its products can be found
at http://www.tigerlogic.com
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